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This month, author Bill Jennings
writes a special tribute to one of
our retiring state park rangers.

H M E MAN who perhaps more than any
4 other has symbolized the patient,
I friendly, helpful and knowledgeable
state park ranger for the past 20 years
has retired at Anza Borrego Desert State
Park. Somehow, the place won't seem
the same to many of us.
It's unfair to the rest of the ranger
force there and statewide to say that
George Leetch's departure after a
30-year career will cause a permanent
loss. After all, the park hasn't changed.
It is still nearly 600,000 acres of sheer
beauty, interspersed here and there with
utter magnificence. There remains
Maurice H. (call me Bud) Getty, area or
park manager and in his own amiable
and highly professional way Bud is Mr.
Park as much as George, plus a staff of
excellent people.
But there is a void that can't be filled,
only worked around and adjusted to.
George Leetch was the ranger's ranger
as well as the visitor's ranger. Therefore
there won't be much petty jealousy or
vanity, wounded egos and bruised
facades when writers say nice things
about George.
Leetch joined the friendly parks
system in 1958, serving a brief apprenticeship at Mt. San Jacinto and Salton
Sea before beginning a remarkable love
affair with Anza-Borrego in 1959. He
was separated from the desert empire
only briefly, from 1969 through the early
1970s when he sojourned briefly at Mitchell Caverns and the San Diego
beaches.
If you want to read an official biography, call Dora Teale at the park office,

(714) 767-5311. If there is enough demand, the park's semi-official historian,
retired reporter Joe Stone, will whomp
one up, with my dubious help, and the
park will mail it out for a contribution to
the visitor center fund.
What I'm writing here is about a
friendship nearly as long, convoluted
and as interesting as George's tenure in
the park family, so you will have to pardon me if this guest Poke gets a little
personal.
Because George was as much of great
service to me, a desert varnished old vagrant, as he was to the newest neophyte
of off-freeway travel, and just as courteous, even when I did dumb things you
could overlook in a beginner but never
forgive from a veteran. As getting stuck,
or getting stuck a second time, or a third,
and so on.
George has a middle name that you
can get from Dora, or Bud, or Joe, but it
should have been his motto: "May I be
of service?"
Service has been the key word that
turned him on for 31 years. He has
worked a 40-hour week of course, as any
good loyal state employee, but he never
remembered to turn off his mental radio
after going out of service at the end of
the work day.
Many of his brightest accomplishments occurred on days off, after hours,
on compensated time off, vacations, and
probably will continue to do so, because

George and his very special partner, wife
Jean, plan to remain deep in the heart of
the park's south half, making their home
in a modestly-sized masonry block house
that is filled with great hospitality. This
is at Canebrake, one of the few enclaves
of private land south of Scissors
Crossing.
Right now they are tailing off a Canadian Rockies vacation and I'm sure that
George is uncomfortable amidst all that
water and summer greenery, yearning
for some sunbaked sand, parched smoke
trees and a lizard or two in place of the
moose, mountain goats, bighorns and
the botanical extravaganza they're enjoying.
They'll make up for it, because as soon
as they unpack their mildewed khakis
and renew their suntans they'll be off to
deepest Baja California, their second
home, winter and summer.
They'll stop off between San Felipe
and Puertocito along the Sea of Cortez to
visit Frank and Mary Fairchild, another
veteran Anza-Borrego official couple of
years past. Come to think of it, other
writers said the same irreplaceable
things about Frank when he retired, and
the parks, beaches, historic sites and the
paperwork haven't languished. Maybe
we can survive somewhat without
George, too.
Leetch had a colorful background to
qualify as a ranger, including heavyweight boxing, restaurant running and
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l-itteen years ago, when George was
managing his Gorgeous Gorge at Split
Mountain in the Anza-Borrego Desert
State Park, his friend, Hemet photographer, Walt Frisbie, made this picture for
the Riverside Press-Enterprise. The hair
is a little grayer; George sometimes
wears glasses now; the park has retired
the palm-thatched trailer
residenceranger station, but George is still trim in
the waist.
five years in the Army. He was a professional boxer in the late 1930s until he
entered the Army in 1940 for that socalled one-year at $21 a month engagement some of us well recall.
During the war George married Dorothy Beam, daughter of China missionaries, and perhaps that decided him to
abandon his boxing career, despite 30
professional bouts, some with title contenders, and a winning percentage.
After the war, George garnered a degree in sociology at the University of
California at Santa Barbara and knocked
around in several short-term jobs before
he joined the parks system in 1958.
All was prelude until George and
Dorothy drew an assignment to the
Anza-Borrego version of Siberia, as
some thought. They moved into the little
travel trailer under the palm-thatched
ramada at Split Mountain, succeeding
another park giant, Doug Bryce. Come to
think of it, maybe all the AB rangers are
legendary characters, which is the mysterious ingredient in the successful formula that makes the California State
Park System perhaps the best in the
world.
At the Split, George and Dorothy became a living legend, enhanced by the
third member of the little family, a tiny
squirrel monkey whose name I have
carefully forgotten over the years but
which left scars I will bear to my grave.
The Leetch regime lasted 10 years,
resulting in a semi-permanent ephithet
for the place, "George's Gorgeous
Gorge."
He won the Medal of Valor, California's highest award to a state employee,
for a falling-rock punctuated rescue of
bewildered campers trapped in the fault
line confines of the canyon during a
major earthquake in 1968. He also guided the unwary out of the rocky trap several times during spring and summer
flash floods.
After the Split, George and Dorothy
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rejoined the Fairchilds at Mitchell
Caverns but it turned into tragedy when
Dorothy became ill and died in a Needles
hospital. George transferred to the San
Diego beaches where a little luck introduced him to the widow of a longtime
National Park Service ranger and in due
time, George and his new wife, J ean, returned to Anza-Borrego.
This time it was for keeps, as far as
George's 30-plus years park career was
concerned. They lived for a time in
Jean's sleek travel trailer at Butterfield,
near George's new assignment in Blair
Valley. The last several years of his tenure—before the Big Retirement Party at
the Borrego Palm Canyon picnic grounds
on June 16—was the Carrizo CorridorPalm Spring sector of the Vallecito Wash
drainage centered around Canebrake.
George is an infrequent contributor to
this and other desert-oriented publications and now, Editor-Publisher Bill
Knyvett has hopes that future issues will
feature his by-line.
Maybe. But we'll bet George will still
be pretty busy making rescues and entertaining park visitors with his own
version of campfire talks on the wide
front porch of his little house.
It's all history now, George's long love
affair with Anza-Borrego, at least the official part, but I suspect they'll never get
Jean and George out of the park, or the
park out of them, besides, who would
try?
There may be marriages made in
heaven as the script writers grind it out,
but there aren't many careers made in
sand, or love affairs in ocotillo and
jumping cholla.
•
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